This paper investigates a statistical procedure for testing the equality of two independent estimated covariance matrices when the number of potentially dependent data vectors is large and proportional to the size of the vectors, that is, the number of variables. Inspired by the spike models used in random matrix theory, we concentrate on the largest eigenvalues of the matrices in order to determine significance. To avoid false rejections we must guard against residual spikes and need a sufficiently precise description of the behaviour of the largest eigenvalues under the null hypothesis.
Introduction
In the last two decades, random matrix theory (RMT) has produced numerous results that offer a better understanding of large random matrices. These advances have enabled interesting applications in communication theory and even though it can potentially contribute to many other data-rich domains such as brain imaging or genetic research, it has rarely been applied. The main barrier to the adoption of RMT may be the lack of concrete statistical results from the probability side. The straightforward adaptation of classical multivariate theory to high dimensions can sometimes be achieved, but such procedures are only valid under strict assumptions about the data such as normality or independence. Even minor differences between the model assumptions and the actual data lead to catastrophic results and such procedures also often do not have enough power. This paper proposes a statistical procedure for testing the equality of two covariance matrices when the number of potentially dependent data vectors n and the number of variables m are large. RMT denotes the investigation of estimates of covariance matricesΣ or more precisely their eigenvalues and eigenvectors when both n and m tend to infinity with lim m n = c > 0. When m is finite and n tends to infinity the behaviour of the random matrix is well known and presented in the books of Mardia, Kent and Bibby (1979) , Muirhead (2005) and Anderson (2003) (or its original version Anderson (1958) ). In the RMT case, the behaviour is more complex, but many results of interest are known. Anderson, Guionnet and Zeitouni (2009) , Tao (2012) and more recently Bose (2018) contain comprehensive introductions to RMT and Bai and Silverstein (2010) covers the case of empirical (estimated) covariance matrices.
Although the existing theory builds a good intuition of the behaviour of these matrices, it does not provide enough of a basis to construct a test with good power, which is robust with respect to the assumptions. Inspired by the spike models, we define the residual spikes and provide a description of the behaviour of this statistic under a null hypothesis when the perturbation is of order 1. These results enable the user to test the equality of two populations as well as other null hypotheses such as the independence of two sets of variables. Later papers will extend the results to perturbations of order k and demonstrate the robustness of our test's level for more general matrices.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we develop the test statistic and discuss the problems associated with high dimensions. Then we present the main theorem 2.1. Various results necessary for the proof are introduced in Section 3. The proofs themselves are technical and presented in the supplementary material Mariétan and Morgenthaler (2019) included in the second part of this paper. The last section contains case studies and a comparison with alternative tests.
Test statistic
We compare the spectral properties of two covariance estimatorsΣ X andΣ Y of dimension m × m which can be represented aŝ
In this equation, W X and W Y are of the form
with O X and O Y being independent unit orthonormal random matrices whose distributions are invariant under rotations, while Λ X and Λ Y are independent positive random diagonal matrices, independent of O X , O Y with trace equal to m and a bound on the diagonal elements. Note that the usual RMT assumption, m n = c is replaced by this bound! The (multiplicative) spike model of order 1 determines the form of P X = I m + (θ X − 1)u X u t X and P Y = I m + (θ Y − 1)u Y u t Y . Our results will apply to any two centered data matrices X ∈ R m×n X and Y ∈ R m×n Y which are such that
and can be decomposed in the manner indicated. This is the basic assumption concerning the covariance matrices. We will assume throughout the paper that n X ≥ n Y . Note that because O X and O Y are independent and invariant by rotation we can assume without loss of generality that u X = e 1 as in Benaych-Georges and Rao (2009) . Under the null hypothesis, P X = P Y and we use the simplified notation P for both matrices where θ X = θ Y = θ and u X = u Y (= e 1 ).
To test H 0 : P = P X = P Y against H 1 : P X = P Y it is natural to consider the extreme eigenvalues ofΣ −1/2 XΣ YΣ −1/2 X .
(2.1)
We could also swap the subscripts, but it turns our to be preferable to use the inversion on the matrix with larger sample size. The distributional approximations we will refer to are based on RMT, that is, they are derived by embedding a given data problem into a sequence of random matrices for which both n and m tend to infinity such that m/n tends to a positive constant c. The most celebrated results of RMT describe the almost sure weak convergence of the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues (spectral distribution) to a non-random compactly supported limit law. An extension of this theory to the "Spike Model" suggests that we should modifyΣ because estimates of isolated eigenvalues derived from these estimates are asymptotically biased. The following corrections will be used.
Definition 2.1. SupposeΣ is of the form described at the start of the section. The unbiased estimator of θ is defined aŝ
whereλΣ ,i is the i th eigenvalue ofΣ. WhenΣ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 as above, it is
Suppose thatû is the eigenvector corresponding toθ, then the filtered estimated covariance matrix is defined aŝ
(2.
3)
The matrix (2.1) which serves as the basis for the test then becomes either
(2.4)
In the particular case where X and Y have independent jointly normal columns vector with constant variance P = P X = P Y , the distribution of the spectrum of the second of the above matrices is approximately Marcenko-Pastur distributed (see Marchenko and Pastur (1967) ). This follows becauseΣ X is a finite perturbation. However, because of the non-consistency of the eigenvectors presented in Benaych-Georges and Rao (2009), we may observe residual spikes in the spectra, as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, even if the two random matrices are based on the same perturbation, we see some spikes outside the bulk. This observation is worse in the last plot because four spikes fall outside the bulk even if there is actually no difference! This poses a fundamental problem for our test, because we must be able to distinguish the spikes indicative of a true difference from the residual spikes. These remarks lead to the following definition.
Definition 2.2. The residual spikes are the isolated eigenvalues of
The residual zone is the interval where a residual spike can fall asymptotically. This paper studies these residual spikes by deriving the distribution of the extreme residual spikes under the null hypothesis. The philosophy is explained in Figure 2 with illustrations inspired by the i.i.d. normal case. All the eigenvalues lying in what we call the residual zone are potentially not indicative of real differences. However, when an eigenvalue is larger, we declare that this spike expresses a true difference.
Spectrum with n=2000, m=1000
Most of our plots feature the seemingly more natural matrix
But, although this choice simplifies the study in terms of convergence in probability when the perturbation is of order 1, this is no longer the case in more complex situations. In addition, the eigenvectors associated with the residual spikes are more accessible for the matrix in which all estimates are filtered.
Marcenko-Pastur
Letθ X andθ Y be isolated eigenvalues and construct the asymptotic unbiased estimators as in Equation (2.2)
Hereλ W X ,i andλ W Y ,i are the eigenvalues of W X and W Y , respectively. In practice we do of course not observe W X and W Y , but a simple argument using Cauchy's interlacing law shows that we can replace the previous estimators bŷ
X ,i andλΣ Y ,i are the i th ordered eigenvalue ofΣ X andΣ Y , respectively. The test statistic is then
where the filtered matrices are constructed as in (2.3). These two statistics provide a basis for a powerful and robust test for the equality of (detectable) perturbations P X and P Y .
Moreover,
The error o p (1) in the approximation is with regard to large values of m.
Special case If the spectra are Marcenko-Pastur distributed, then:
If c X tends to 0, then
(Proof in supplement material Mariétan and Morgenthaler (2019) .)
Discussion and simulation
The above theorem gives the limiting distribution of V max and V min . In this subsection, we first check the quality of the approximations in Theorem 2.1, then we investigate the worst case with regard to θ.
Some simulations
The components of the random vectors are independent and the covariance between the vectors is as follows:
Then,
We assume a common and large value for θ and P X = P Y .
Distribution Figure 1 presents empirical distributions of the extreme residual spikes in different scenarios together with the normal densities from our theorem. Scenario 1 ρ = 0.5 c X = 1/3 c Y = 1/2 m = 300 n X = 900 n Y = 600 θ = 5 000.
Minimum Spike
n X = 300 n Y = 300 θ = 5 000. c X = 2 c Y = 2 m = 600 n X = 300 n Y = 300 θ = 5 000.

Table 1
Empirical distributions of the residual spikes and the Gaussian densities from the theorem 2.1 (in blue).
Appendix A, Table 3 contains a comparison of the estimates of the mean and the variance with empirical ones in diverse situations. It is noticeable that in situations where m is large compared to n X or n Y , the asymptotic results are less accurate.
Increasing residual spike
In the four scenarios used in the simulations, we can estimate the expectation of the residual spike. Figure 3 shows that the expectations of the largest residual spikes are always strictly increasing as a function of θ and the expectations of the smallest residual spikes are always strictly decreasing. This is, however, not universally true. To address this issue, the following criterion can be used.
Definition 2.3. SupposeΣ X andΣ Y are two independent random estimated covariance matrices of the form described at the start of Section 2. Let
We say that the criterion is satisfied, if this estimate of the expectation of the residual spike is a monotone increasing function of θ. Remark 2.1. The above estimate of the expectation of a residual spike fails when θ is large compared to m and we should then use an asymptotic estimator of α based on:
sented and discussed in this section. Future papers will also use this result for extensions.
Unit invariant vector statistic
Theorem 3.1. Let W be a random matrix with spectrum S W = λ W,1 ,λ W,2 , ...,λ W,m and trace equal to m. We denote by u p1 and u p2 , two orthonormal invariant random vectors of size m and independent of the eigenvalues of W . We set
where s = (s 1 , s 2 ), r = (r 1 , r 2 ) and p = (p 1 , p 2 ) with indices 1 p 1 p 2 m and s 1 , s 2 , r 1 , r 2 ∈ N.
In particular, with the notation M s,
Finally if we look at K bivariate normal random variables :
Then, conditioning on the spectrum S W , B m ( ρ, s, r, p) tends to a multivariate Normal. Moreover, all the bivariate elements B m (ρ i , s i , r i , p i ) are asymptotically independent. Remark 3.1.1.
Although the condition of independence between eigenvectors and eigen-
values of W appears to be restrictive, it is an automatic consequence if the eigenvectors are Haar distributed.
whereû 1 ,û 2 , ...,û m are the eigenvectors of W .
Characterisation and convergence of eigenvalues and angles
In this section, we study the convergence of the random variableθ X and the angle between the eigenvectors. The proof for the parts 2.a and 2.b are given in Benaych-Georges and Rao (2009), which also provides the main idea for the proof. We only show convergence results for perturbations of order k = 1, although we express eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix P 1/2 W P 1/2 as a function of the eigenstructure of W in general and W can already be perturbed.
Theorem 3.2.
In this theorem, P = I m + (θ − 1)uu t is a finite perturbation of order 1.
1. Suppose W is a symmetric matrix with eigenvaluesλ W,i 0 and eigenvectorsû W,i for i = 1, 2, ..., m. The perturbation of W by P leads tô Σ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 . For i = 1, 2, ..., m, we defineũΣ ,i andλΣ ,i such that W PũΣ ,i =λΣ ,iũΣ,i , and the usualûΣ ,i such that ifΣ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 , then
Under these conditions, the following results hold:
• The eigenvaluesλΣ ,s are such that for s = 1, 2, ..., m,
Moreover,ûΣ
Therefore, for u and v such that v, u = 0,
2. Suppose that W X , W Y and P = P X = P Y satisfy the conditions described at the start of Section 2. Moreover, suppose that θ is large enough to create detectable spikes, θ X ,û X and θ Y ,û Y , in the matricesΣ X =
are empirical T-transform and its estimation.
Remark 3.2.1. If the spectra of W X and W Y are Wishart random matrices of size m and degree of freedom n X , n Y respectively, then by setting
The second part of Theorem 3.2 is very surprising! We already knew that the eigenvectors are not consistent. We show in the proof that the dot product of u X andû Y is smaller than that ofû X and u and that ofû Y and u. Among the consequences of this theorem is the fact that there is always an asymptotic bias between two eigenvectors, even if they are equal.
Asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues and the angle
Suppose that you observe a perturbation of order k = 1 applied to two random matrices W X ∈ R m×m and W Y ∈ R m×m . We investigate the distribution ofθ X ,
Theorem 3.3.
Suppose W X and W Y satisfy the conditions described at the start of Section 2 with P = P X = P Y = I m + (θ − 1)uu t , a detectable perturbation of order
, the eigenvalues of W X and W Y as known. We de-
We construct the unbiased estimators of θ,θ X andθ Y via the relationship
where we assume
2. If θ √ m → ∞, then we can simplify the formulas. We define
Using this notation,
Moreover, the asymptotic distributions ofθ X andθ X are the same. 3. If θ √ m → d, a finite constant, then a mixture of the two first scenarios describes the first two moments of the joint distribution. The formula of the second moment is asymptotically the same as the variance formula when θ √ m → ∞. The formula of the first moment is asymptotically the same as the expectation formula when θ √ m → 0.
4. The random variables can be expressed as functions of invariant unit random statistics of the form:
(Assuming a canonical perturbation leads to a simpler formula) Knowing S W X and S W Y we have
• Exact distributions:
where Z is independent of û X , e 1 , û Y , e 1 ,θ X andθ Y . In order to get the exact distribution, we should replace Z by
• Approximations:
We provide three methods of estimation of the angle in order to estimate it for all θ.
If the spectra of W X and W Y are rescaled Wishart matrices of size m with n degree of freedom. By setting c = m n ,
If θ tends to infinity, then
Residual spike as a function of the statistics
Finally we present a simple result of linear algebra that express the residual spike as a function of the statistics.
The eigenvalues of D are 1 and
The eigenvalues of D 2 are 1 and
Comparison with existing tests
In the classical multivariate theory, Anderson (1958) proposes a log-ratio test for the equality of two covariance matrices. Suppose
We want to test
The log-likelihood ratio test look at the statistic
. Some other interesting tests propose to observe the determinant and the trace ofΣ
In this section we show that any test statistics using T 2 = log Σ −1/2
when P X and P Y are finite perturbations. We compare the performance of these tests with our procedure T defined in Section 2.1 in the table 2. where q T2,H0 gives the quantiles of T 2 under H 0 and is found empirically.
When
where q T3,H0 gives the quantiles of T 3 under H 0 is are found empirically.
Remark 4.1. In order to generalise the test to degenerated matrices, the determinant is defined as the product of the non-null eigenvalues of the matrix and the inverse is the generalised inverse.
In the particular case of finite perturbation, the trace and the determinant have difficulties to catch the alternative. On the other hand, our procedure detects easily some small differences. The statistic T 2 and T 3 would be interesting to detect perturbation of large order such as a global change of the variance. 
Y for the different tests. The distribution of T 2 and T 3 is computed empirically by assuming the same perturbation P X for the two groups.
Remark 4.2. AssumingΣ X = P 1/2 
Conclusion
By studying perturbation of order 1, this work highlights the particular behaviour of residual spikes. A future work will present the behaviours of residual spikes when the perturbations are of order k. Nevertheless, this task requires many intermediary results. Therefore an other future work will present only the joint distribution of some statistics as the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors.
Appendix A: Table
We extend the simulations of Section 2.2. We test our Main Theorem 2.1 under different hypotheses on X ∈ R m×n X and Y ∈ R m×n Y (recall that W X = 1 n X XX t and W Y = 1 n Y YY t ):
1. The matrices X and Y contain independent standard normal entries.
2. The columns of the matrices X and Y are i.i.d. Multivariate Student with 8 degrees of freedom. For i = 1, 2, ..., n X and j = 1, 2..., n Y , The Table 3 compares the estimations of the mean and the standard error of the residual spikes (μ,σ) to their empirical values (µ, σ). The simulations are computed for the three scenarios described above. The perturbation P = I m +(θ −1)uu i is without loss of generality assumed canonical and the eigenvalue θ is fixed to 5000. Table 3 Simulations of the extreme residual spikes. The values (μ,σ) and (µ, σ)
are respectively the estimations of the mean and the standard error of the residual spikes obtained by respectively the Main Theorem 2.1 and empirical methods using 500 replicates and θ = 5000.
Supplementary Material
Supplement A: Statistical applications of Random matrix theory: comparison of two populations I, Supplement (The supplement is in the second part of this paper.). Proofs of Theorems
Notation, definitions and assumptions
As presented in Mariétan and Morgenthaler (2020) we use the following notation.
Notation 1.1.
• If W is a symmetric random matrix, we denote by λ W,i ,û W,i its i th eigenvalues and eigenvectors, ordered by decreasing eigenvalue. • A finite perturbation of order k is denoted by
• We denote by W ∈ R m×m an random matrix invariant by rotation as defined in Assumption 1.1. Moreover, the estimated covariance matrix is decomposed asΣ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 . When comparing two groups, we use W X , W Y andΣ X ,Σ Y . • Suppose two groups X and Y . The perturbation of order 1 of the matrices W X and W Y areΣ X = P 1/2 W X P 1/2 andΣ Y = P 1/2 W Y P 1/2 respectively. Then, we define forΣ X (and similarly forΣ Y ):
-û X =ûΣ X , its first eigenvector. -û X,j , the j th component of the first eigenvector.
-θ X =λΣ X ,1 , the largest eigenvalue ofΣ X . * This paper proves the theorems of the main paper Mariétan and Morgenthaler (2020) . † PhD Student at EPFL in mathematics department ‡ Professor at EPFL in mathematics department -λΣ X ,i , its i th eigenvalue, keeping in mind thatλΣ X ,1 =θ X . When the results concern only one group, we use simpler notation,û,θ andλΣ ,i .
When s 2 = 0, we use M s1,X = M s1,0,X . When we only study one group, we use the simpler notation M s1,s2 (ρ) when no confusion is possible. • We use two transforms inspired by the T-transform:
are the estimated T-transforms usingΣ X and W respectively.
The main assumption of Mariétan and Morgenthaler (2020) concerns the estimated covariance matrices.
Assumption 1.1. Let W X and W Y be such that 
Then
We next define the filtered covariance matrix and the residual spike.
Definition 1.1. SupposeΣ satisfies Assumption 1.1. The unbiased estimator of θ iŝ
The filtered estimated covariance matrix is defined aŝ
Definition 1.2. The residual spikes are the largest and the smallest eigenvalues ofΣ
Some results assume a large perturbation, where large has one of the following meanings:
Finally we define the detectability of perturbations. Definition 1.3. We assume that a perturbation P = I m + (θ − 1)uu t is detectable viaΣ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 if the perturbation creates a largest isolated eigenvalue,θ.
Theorems and proofs
Mariétan and Morgenthaler (2020) contains one main theorem, three theorems and one lemma.
Main Theorem
Theorem 2.1. Suppose W X , W Y ∈ R m×m satisfy Assumption 1.1 and θ satisfies Assumption 1.2 (A1). Let P = I m + (θ − 1)e 1 e t 1 ∈ R m×m and definê
The induced filtered estimators becomê
and analogously for Y whereθΣ X andθΣ Y are the unbiased estimators of the largest eigenvalues ofΣ X andΣ Y respectively, as defined in Definition 1.1.
Then, conditional on the spectra S W X = λ W X ,1 ,λ W X ,2 , ...,λ W X ,m and
where o p (1) is with regard to large values of m,
Remark 2.1.
1. If the spectra have the Marcenko-Pastur distribution, c X = n X /m and c Y = n Y /m, then:
2. If c X tends to 0, then
Proof. Theorem 2.1 The Theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1 together with an application of Slutsky's Theorem.
Unit invariant vector statistic
Theorem 2.2. Let W be a random matrix of trace m with spectrum S W = λ W,1 ,λ W,2 , ...,λ W,m . We denote by u p1 and u p2 , two orthonormal invariant random vectors of size m, independent of the eigenvalues of W . Let
If p = p 1 = p 2 ,
Finally if we look at K bivariate normal random variables:
where p i = p j if i = j. Then, conditional on the spectrum S W , B m ( ρ, s, r, p) tends to a multivariate Normal with block-diagonal covariance matrix of blocks of size 2 × 2.
Remark 2.2.1.
1. We assume the trace of W is m, which can be assured by rescaling the matrix.
The condition of independence between eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
W is strong, but follows automatically if the eigenvectors are Haar distributed. 3. If W is a rescaled standard Wishart, then
Proof. Theorem 2.2
The proof is divided into three steps. First, we compute the first two moments of the statistics. Then, we show the asymptotic joint normality. Finally, we show the asymptotic independence of the statistics. In each step of the proof, we condition on the spectrum of W . For any non-random real-valued function g,
This proves the formulas for the first moments. Since for unit invariant eigenvectors Cov u 2 1,i , u 2 1,j = −2/(m 2 (m − 1)), we have
In order to prove normality, we study projections. Let
where a r,s are real-valued functions and r, s take values between 1 and m. We need to show that sums on r and s of these statistics are still normal. Furthermore, let v 1 , v 2 ,..., v p2 ∈ R m (p 2 p 1 ) be independent normal random vectors with Var (v i ) = 1 m I m . Applying Gram-Schmidt we obtain
The central limit theorem of Bentkus (2005) shows that for any t 1 , t 2 = 1, 2, ...k,
can for finite k be jointly approximated by a centred multivariate normal. In particular, using Slutsky's theorem we show that 
We show asymptotic normality of the three elements using Slutsky's Theorem:
We recognise the equation 2.1 on the right and we know that we can neglect all the terms when s = t 1 or r = t 2 . Indeed in these cases by equation 2.2, b s,t1 b r,t2 = O p (1/ √ m) and the terms become of order O p (1/ √ m).
We recognise the equation 2.2 multiplied by a constant.
We recognise up to a constant Equation 2.3. Therefore, we obtain:
Because all the quantities in the three sums are approximately jointly normal, the quantity is approximately normal with an error o p (1) for large m. Assuming s i r i , if (s 1 , r 1 ) = (s 2 , r 2 ), then, when either s 1 = r 1 or s 2 = r 2 , by invariance under rotation,
Therefore, when (s 1 , r 1 ) = (s 2 , r 2 ), the resulting joint Normal statistics are asymptotically independent. However, when (s 1 , r 1 ) = (s 2 , r 2 ), then the statistics are jointly Normal and correlated. Note that when s 1 = r 1 and s 2 = r 2 we have to use the linearity of the covariance and the fact that
that tends to 0.
Characterisation and convergence of eigenvalues and angles
Parts 2.a and 2.b of the following theorem are due to Benaych-Georges and Rao (2009) . This paper provides also the main idea of the remaining parts of the theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let P = I m + (θ − 1)uu t be a finite perturbation of order 1.
1. Suppose W is a symmetric random matrix with eigenvaluesλ W,i 0 and eigenvectorsû W,i for i = 1, 2, ..., m. The perturbation of W by P leads tô Σ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 . For i = 1, 2, ..., m, we defineũΣ ,i andλΣ ,i such that W PũΣ ,i =λΣ ,iũΣ,i , and the usualûΣ ,i such that ifΣ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 , then ΣûΣ ,i = P 1/2 W P 1/2ûΣ ,i =λΣ ,iûΣ,i .
• The eigenvectorsũΣ ,s are such that
2. Suppose that W X , W Y and P = P X = P Y satisfy Assumption 1.1 and that θ is large enough to create detectable spikes, θ X ,û X and θ Y ,û Y , in the matricesΣ X = P 1/2 W X P 1/2 andΣ Y = P 1/2 W Y P 1/2 . Then,
Proof. Theorem 2.3
In the proof of this theorem, we use the two transforms:
1. To study P 1/2 W P 1/2 , note the spectral decomposition, W =Û t W Λ WÛW .
Eigenvalues The above matrix has the same eigenvalues as W P . Thus, for z an eigenvalue of P 1/2 W P 1/2 ,
If z is not an eigenvalue of W but an eigenvalue of W P , then det (zI m − Λ W ) = 0.
Thus,
In our notation, we can replace z by the eigenvalues ofΣ = P 1/2 W P 1/2 , λΣ ,s for s = 1, 2, ..., m.
Eigenvectors We first studyũΣ ,s for s = 1, 2, ..., m, the eigenvectors of 
In particular, when v = u, u t W X (λΣ ,s I − W X ) −1 u = 1/(θ − 1) by the previous equation on eigenvalues.
In order to obtain a more elegant formula, we need to study the denominator and its transform:
.
It is easy to see thatûΣ
Using the fact thatũ t Σ,s PũΣ ,s = 1 + (θ − 1) ũΣ ,s , u 2 , the angle can be written,
For u and v such that v, u = 0, we easily obtain,
2. The second part of the theorem is a direct consequence of the first part.
Because W X and W Y satisfy Assumption 1.1 and P is assumed detectable, the leading eigenvaluesλΣ X ,1 =θ X andλΣ Y ,1 =θ Y are the spikes.
(a) We have
where û W X ,i , u 2 = w i creates an unit uniform vector w independent of the spectrum of W X . Because
we obtainθ X P −→ n,m→∞ θ. In order to replaceλ W X ,i byλΣ X ,i , we make use of Cauchy's interlacing law and the boundedness of the eigenvalues. 
Using the notationθ X =λΣ X ,1 andθ Y =λΣ Y ,1 for the estimated eigenvalues, we can combine the first part and the above result to obtain
whereũ X andũ Y are the eigenvectors of W X P and W Y P , respectively. As in the first part, we use the relation betweenû X andũ X to get
This leads to the result,
2.4. Asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues and the angle Theorem 2.4. Suppose W X and W Y are independent random matrices satisfying 1.1 with P = P X = P Y , a detectable perturbation of order k = 1. Moreover, we assume S W X = λ W X ,1 ,λ W X ,2 , ...,λ W X ,m and S W Y = λ W Y ,1 ,λ W Y ,2 , ...,λ W Y ,m , the eigenvalues of W X and W Y as known. Let Σ X = P 1/2 W X P 1/2 ,
where u is fixed. We construct the unbiased estimators of θ,
whereθ X =λΣ X ,1 andθ Y =λΣ Y ,1 are the largest eigenvalues ofΣ X andΣ Y corresponding to the eigenvectorsû X =ûΣ X ,1 andû Y =ûΣ Y ,1 .
1. If θ √ m → 0, we define M s,r,X (ρ X ) = 1 m m i=1λ
and a convergence rate in probability of (θ X ,θ Y ) to (ρ X , ρ Y ) in 1/ √ m.
Then ((θ − 1)ρ X M 1,2,X ) 4 ρ 2 X M 2,4,X − M 2 1,2,X + 2ρ X M 1,3,X M 1,2,X − 1 2 M 2,2,X − M 2 1,1,X −2ρ X 2ρ X M 1,3,X M 1,2,X − 1 M 2,3,X − M 1,1,X M 1,2,X , σ θ,α 2 ,X = 2θ M 2 1,1,X M 3 1,2,X ρ 2 X (−1 + θ) 2 M 1,1,X M 2 1,2,X ρ X + 2M 1,3,X M 2,2,X ρ X +M 2 1,1,X (M 1,2,X − 2M 1,3,X ρ X ) − M 1,2,X (M 2,2,X + M 2,3,X ρ X ) ,
2. If θ √ m → ∞ (Assumption 1.2 (A1)), we can simplify the above as follows. Let The random variable Z is independent of û X , e 1 , û Y , e 1 ,θ X and θ Y . In order to get the exact marginal distribution of Z, we could replace it by m−1 i=1 v iṽi with v iṽi being independent unit invariant random vectors.
where d is a fixed constant, then we use the first expansion with Equation (2.5) to estimate the expectation and the second expansion with Equation (2.7) to estimate the variance.
Unit invariant vector statistics for double angle Letû X andû Y be the first eigenvectors ofΣ X andΣ Y , respectively, then without loss of generality, if u = e 1 ,
where α 2 X and α 2 Y are the limits ofû 2 X,1 andû 2 Y,1 . Because the eigenvectors are invariant by rotations that do not affect the first component, it follows that Z is asymptotic independent ofû X,1 andû Y,1 . Moreover, Z is the scalar product of two independent unit invariant vectors of dimension m−1 and can be estimated by a standard NormalZ divided by √ m.
Joint distribution Applying the delta method to the estimation ofθ X ,θ Y , û X ,û Y , û X , u , û Y , u and Z leads directly to the joint distribution. The computations are lengthy but straightforward and based on the separate consideration of the three terms with rates of θ/ √ m as above. The details are left to the reader.
Residual spikes
Lemma 2.1. Suppose D = (I m + (θ − 1)u X u t X ) −1/2 (I m + (θ − 1)u Y u t Y ) (I m + (θ − 1)u X u t X ) −1/2 .
The eigenvalues of D are equal to 1 and
where α 2 = u X , u Y 2 . Moreover, for
the eigenvalues are 1 and λ (D 2 ) = 1 2 θ Y + α 2 − θ Y α 2 + 1+(θY −1)α 2 ± √ −4θY θX +(1+θY θX −(θY −1)(θX −1)α 2 ) 2 θX .
